SL8000
Vacuumated Steam Cleaner
The Victor SL8000 Steam Cleaner and HEPA Vacuum offers
superb portable steam cleaning with vacuumation for complete
dirt and water removal leaving surfaces clean, dry and sanitised.

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Equipped with a HEPA filter, the SL8000 eliminates pollen, pet
hair, dust mites and tobacco smoke.
The integrated vacuum provides an additional cleaning capability
and surfaces can be left dry and dirt free. Steam helps remove
dirt and grease from surfaces without the use of cleaning agents
Steam is released at 145°C degrees which provides a sanitising
effect on the surface it cleans.
Features 3 suction power settings, allowing the operator to select
noise and power level.
Ideal solution for cleaning of a wide variety of areas including
washrooms, kitchens, carpets and upholstery

 Simple, but built to last

VACUUMATED
CLEANERS
STEAM STEAM
CLEANERS

Designed to sustain years of demanding use.

 Easy to Use

Simple to use single switch and intuitive design.
Description
SL8000 Vacuumated Steam Cleaner

Benefits
HEPA Vacuum & Steam Cleaner
Helps reduces spread of viral infection
Removes dirt and grease
Allows user to select appropriate suction power from 3 settings
145°C steam for sanitising surfaces and effective dirt & grease removal
Almost unlimited runtime due to continuous fill feature

Key features

Integrated Vacuum
Provides an additional cleaning
capability and surfaces can be left
dry and dirt free.

HEPA Filter
Eliminates pollen, pet hair, dust
mites and tobacco smoke from
everyday use.

Consumables

Multi-Functional
Can be used as a commercial
grade Wet & Dry Vacuum and
Steam Cleaner.

Technical Specifications

Name

V-SL8000

HEPA Filter

Voltage (V)

230

Window Wiper 130mm

Motor Power (W)

1100

Window Wiper 200mm

Vacuum (Mbar)

235

Window Wiper 300mm

Boiler Power (W)

1500

Multi-purpose Textile Tool

Steam Pressure (bar)

58

Boiler Capacity (l)

1.8

Dirt Recovery Tank (l)

2.5

Cable Length (m)

12.5

Water Refilling Tank (l)

1.5

Nozzle c/w Small Nylon Brush
Small Nylon Brush
Small Stainless Steel Brush
Small Brass Brush
Soft Brush For Textile Tool

Continuous High Performance
Can be used for an almost unlimited
time due to the continuous fill
feature, without having to depressurise the boiler.

Full Brush Kit
Filler Bottle

Please enquire for more information: 01743 283600
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